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Abstract
We prove weak Nullstellensatz, Positivstellensatz and Nichtnegativstellensatz for orderings of
2-power exponent on noncommutative rings and establish the usual connection between orderings
and signatures. c© 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 14Pxx; 16Dxx; 06F25
One of the basic results in the Artin{Schreier theory of ordered elds states that any
preordering equals the intersection of all orderings containing it. Two generalizations of
this result to commutative rings are called Nichtnegativstellensatz and Positivstellensatz.
They are a foundation of abstract real algebraic geometry. In [1, 3] they have been
generalized to orderings of a higher exponent on commutative rings. See [2] for the
survey of the algebraic part of the theory and [4] for geometric applications.
Ordered noncommutative rings have been studied by many authors. See [14, 6, 9]
for the case of exponent 2, [5, 11, 12] for the case of 2-power exponent and [13]
for the case of general exponent. Our work continues the work started by Victoria
Powers in [12], so it may be viewed as a contribution to her program of building a
noncommutative real algebraic geometry.
Most of the paper is concerned with the construction of signatures of maximal proper
preorderings. Other main results of the paper are weak Nullstellensatz, Positivstellensatz
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and Nichtnegativstellensatz for preorderings of 2-power exponent on noncommutative
rings.
1. Introduction
Let R be a ring with 1, possibly noncommutative. For any elements z1; : : : ; zl 2 R
and any positive integers 1; : : : ; l dene 0(z11    zll ) to be the set of all elements
from R that can be expressed as products containing 1 copies of z1, : : :, l copies of
zl in any order and no other elements. Note that there is a dierence between 0(x4y),
0((x2)2y) and 0((x4)1y).
Let A be an arbitrary subset of R, x1; : : : ; xr 2 R the arbitrary elements and k1; : : : ; kr
the arbitrary positive integers. Denote by n(A; x
k1
1    xkrr ) the union of the family
f0(a1    ap xk11    xkrr zn1    zns );p; s 2 N0; a1; : : : ; ap 2 A; z1; : : : ; zs 2 Rg:
Denote by n(A; x
k1
1    xkrr ) the set additively generated by n(A; xk11    xkrr ). Note that
these denitions also make sense when either A or fx1; : : : ; xrg is the empty set. So, we
can introduce the abbreviations n(A) = n(A; ;) and n = n(;; ;). Analogously,
we dene n = n(;; ;).
A subset of the ring R which is closed for addition and multiplication is called a
subsemiring of the ring R. A subsemiring T of the ring R is a preordering if there
exists a positive integer n such that n(T )T . Note that every preordering contains
0 and 1. A preordering T such that −1 62 T is proper.
If n(T )T for some positive integer n and some preordering T , then n is said
to be an exponent of the preordering T and T is said to be a preordering of the
exponent n. Note that in(A)n(A) for any set A and any positive integers i and n.
Therefore, every preordering has innitely many exponents. Every exponent of every
proper preordering is an even number.
The following assertions are obvious and known: n is a preordering of exponent
n. R has a proper preordering of exponent n i −1 62 n. If −1 62 n, then R has
characteristic zero.
For every preordering T , denote by T+ = T n (−T ) the set of strictly positive
elements of T , by T− = (−T ) n T the set of strictly negative elements of T and by
T = T \ (−T ) the support of T . Note that T−; T; T+ need not cover R even in
the case of exponent 2. If a preordering T is proper, then the sets T+ and T− are
nonempty.
Recall the standard identity (see [10])
p!z =
X
i
(−1)p−i−1

p− 1
i

((z + i)p − ip):
It follows that p!Rp − p for every positive integer p.
A set U is a n-system if U n, 1 2 U and if for any x; y 2 U there exist
c 2 n such that xcy 2 U . Multiplicative subsets of n containing 1 are n-systems.
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The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of the fact that the support of a
maximal proper preordering is a prime ideal. We will see in Section 3 that it is even
a completely prime ideal.
The following lemma is similar to Lemma 1.7 in [12].
Lemma 1. Let T be a preordering of even exponent n; x1; : : : ; xr 2 R arbitrary
elements and r; 1; : : : ; r ; s arbitrary positive integers such that n = s gcd(1; : : : ; r):
Then the sets
T 0 = T + n(T; x11    xrr ) +   + n(T; x(s−1)11    x(s−1)rr );
T 00 = T − n(T; x11    xrr ) +    − n(T; x(s−1)11    x(s−1)rr )
are also preorderings of exponent n:
Proof. Clearly, T 0 is a subsemiring of the ring R. For every z 2 n(T 0) there exist
elements t01; : : : ; t
0
i 2 T 0 and r1; : : : ; rj 2 R so that z 2 0(t01    t0i rn1    rnj ). For every in-
dex p = 1; : : : ; i there exist elements tp;0; : : : ; tp; s−1 2 R such that tp;q 2 n(T; xq11    xqrr )
and t0p = tp;0 +   + tp; s−1.
For every multiindex q = (q1; : : : ; qi) 2 f0; : : : ; s− 1gi write jqj for the \total index"
and hqi for \the total index modulo s." More precisely jqj = q1 +    + qi and hqi
is the unique integer such that hqi 2 f0; : : : ; s − 1g and hqi  jqj (mod s). We have
that 0(t1;q1    ti;qi rn1    rnj )n(T; xjqj11    xjqjrr )n(T; xhqi11    xhqirr )T 0; so z 2P
q
0(t1;q1    ti;qi rn1    rnj )T 0 as desired. The second case is similar.
The next theorem is similar to Proposition 1.9 in [12].
Theorem 2. Let n be a positive integer, U a n-system and T a preordering of
exponent n maximal with respect to the property −U \ T = ;: Then T is a prime
ideal.
Proof. Write T e := fx : 9s 2 N such that sx 2 Tg. We claim that T = T e. By maxi-
mality of T , it suces to check that the set T e is a preordering of exponent n and
−U \ T e = ;.
Clearly, the set T e is a subsemiring of the ring R. If z 2 n(T e), then there exist
elements t1; : : : ; ti 2 T e and r1; : : : ; rj 2 R such that z 2 0(t1    tirn1    rnj ). Choose
positive integers k1; : : : ; ki such that k1t1 2 T; : : : ; kiti 2 T . It follows that k1    kiz 2
0((k1t1)    (kiti)rn1    rnj )n(T )T . Hence z 2 T e.
If −U \ T e 6= ;, then there exists an element u 2 U such that −u 2 T e. Choose
a positive integer k such that −ku 2 T . Since U nT , it follows that −u =
−ku+ (k − 1)u 2 T + T T . Hence −U \ T 6= ;.
To prove that T is an ideal, note that (n!)2(RTR) = (n!R)T(n!R)
(n − n)T(n − n)T. Since T = T e, it follows that RTRT. Clearly,
T is an additive group.
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To prove that the ideal T is prime, take any elements x; y 2 R such that xRyT
and x 62 T and y 62 T. Without loss of generality, we may assume that x 62
T and y 62 T . The sets S1 = T + n(T; x) + n(T; x2) +    + n(T; xn−1) and
S2 = T + n(T; y) + n(T; y2) +    + n(T; yn−1) are preorderings of exponent n
by Lemma 1. If both S1 and S2 meet −U , then there exist elements u1; u2 2 U ,
xi 2 n(T; xi) and yj 2 n(T; y j) such that −u1 = x0 + x1 +    + xn−1 and −u2 =
y0 + y1 +    + yn−1. Choose an element c 2 n such that u1cu2 2 U , it follows
that (u1 + x0)c(u2 + y0) = (x1 +    + xn−1)c(y1 +    + yn−1)(RxRyR)T:
Since u1cy0; x0cu2; x0cy0 2 T , it follows that u1cu2 2 −T \ U , contradicting the as-
sumption that T avoids −U . Consequently, either S1 or S2 avoids −U , so that either
S1 = T or S2 = T by maximality of T . It follows that either x 2 n(T; x) S1 = T or
y 2 n(T; y) S2 = T , contradicting the assumption that x; y 62 T .
Proposition 3. If T is an arbitrary proper preordering such that T is a prime ideal,
then T has the following property: If xpyT for some x; y 2 R and some p 2 N;
then x 2 T or y 2 T:
Proof. Take any elements x; y 2 R and any positive integer p such that xpyT.
It follows that p!(xRy) = x(p!R)y x(p −p)y xpy− xpyT− TT.
Since the set T is an ideal, it follows that (p!)RxRyT. Since the ideal T is
prime, it follows that either p! 2 T or x 2 T or y 2 T. The rst case is excluded
by the assumption that the preordering T is proper.
2. Cyclic elements
From now on we restrict ourselves to preorderings of 2-power exponent. The smallest
2-power exponent of a preordering T will be called the strict 2-power exponent of T .
Let T be a preordering of strict 2-power exponent m. We say that an element a 2
R n T is cyclic with respect to T if it has the following properties:
(1) m(T; am=2)−T .
(2) For every element b 2 R there exists some i 2 f0; 1; : : : ; m − 1g such that
m(T; bai)T .
Theorem 4. Let n be a power of 2; U a n-system and T a preordering of exponent
n maximal with respect to the property −U \ T = ;: Then, there exists an element
a 2 R n T cyclic with respect to T:
Proof. Let m = 2k be the strict 2-power exponent of the preordering T .
Claim 1. There exists an element a 2 R such that m(T; am=2)* T:
Suppose on the contrary, that m(T; xm=2)T for every element x 2 R and take an
arbitrary element z 2 m=2(T ). There exist elements t1; : : : ; ti 2 T and r1; : : : ; rj 2 R
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such that z 2 0(t1    tirm=21    rm=2j )m(T; rm=21    rm=2j ). By induction on k, we will
prove that m(T; r
m=2
1    rm=2k )T for every k = 1; : : : ; j. This implies that z 2 T and
proves that m=2(T )T ; a contradiction with the choice of m.
The case k = 1 follows by assumption. Assume that m(T; r
m=2
1    rm=2k−1)T . Since T
is a preordering of exponent m, we have by Lemma 1 that the set T 0 :=
T +m(T; r
m=2
1 r
m=2
2 : : : r
m=2
k ) is also a preordering of exponent m. If T
0 avoids −U , then
T 0 = T by maximality of T , so m(T; r
m=2
1 x
m=2
2 : : : r
m=2
k )T: If the preordering T 0 meets
−U , then there exist elements u 2 U , t 2 T and z 2 m(T; rm=21 rm=22 : : : rm=2k ) such that
−u = t + z. For any w 2 m(T; rm=2k )T we have that wt 2 T and by the inductive
hypothesis we see that wz 2 m(T; rm=2k )m(T; rm=21 rm=22 : : : rm=2k )m(T; rm=21 rm=22 : : : rm=2k−1)
T . It follows that −wu 2 T for every w 2 m(T; rm=2k )T , so that wu 2 T. Hence,
(rkn)m=2uT . Since −U \T = ;, it follows that u 62 T. By Theorem 2, the set T
is a prime ideal. Using inductively Proposition 3 with p = n, it follows that rk 2 T.
Therefore, the assertion follows by the induction hypothesis.
Claim 2. Every element a 2 R such that m(T; am=2) * T has property (1) of a
cyclic element.
The sets T 0 = T + m(T; am=2) and T 00 = T − m(T; am=2) are preorderings of
exponent m by Lemma 1 and hence also of exponent n. By the choice of a, we
have that m(T; am=2) * T , so the preordering T 0 properly contains the preordering
T . By maximality of T , it follows that T 0 meets −U . Therefore, there exist elements
u 2 U , t 2 T and z 2 m(T; am=2) such that −u = t + z.
If the preordering T 00 meets −U , then there exist elements u0 2 U , t0 2 T and
z0 2 m(T; am=2) such that −u0 = t0− z0. By the denition of a n-system, there exists
an element c 2 n such that ucu0 2 U . Now, (u + t)c(u0 + t0) = (−z)cz0, so that
ucu0 = −zcz0 − tcu0 − uct0 − tct0 2 −T \ U; contradicting the fact that T avoids −U .
Consequently, the preordering T 00 avoids −U . Clearly, T 00 contains T and by max-
imality of T , we see that T 00 = T . It follows that −m(T; am=2)T .
Claim 3. Every element a 2 R such that m(T; am=2) * T has property (2) of a
cyclic element.
Take any element a 2 R such that m(T; am=2) * T . It follows that a 62 T and
m(T; am=2)−T .
If a does not have the second property of a cyclic element, then there exists an
element b 2 R such that for every integer i 2 f0; 1; : : : ; m− 1g the sets
Si := T +
X
m
(T; bai) +
X
m
(T; b2a2i) +   +
X
m
(T; bm−1a(m−1)i)
properly contain T . The sets Si are preorderings of exponent m by Lemma 1 applied
to r = 2, x1 = b, x2 = a, 1 = 1, 2 = i and s = m, hence also of exponent n. By
maximality of T , it follows that every Si meets the set −U .
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Write
Tr; s =
X
m
(T; bsar)−
X
m
(T; bsar+2
k−1
):
Therefore, there exist elements si; j 2 m(T; bjaji)Tji; j and u1;    ; um 2 U such that
0 = u0 + s0;0 +   + s0;l +   + s0;2k−1;
...
0 = up + sp;0 +   + sp;l +   + sp;2k−1;
...
0 = u2k−1+p + s2k−1+p;0 +   + s2k−1+p;l +   + s2k−1+p;2k−1;
...
0 = u2k−1 + s2k−1;0 +   + s2k−1;l +   + s2k−1;2k−1:
We will eliminate b by successively eliminating its powers of the form 2g+1, 4g+2,
8g+ 4, etc.
For every p 2 f0; : : : ; 2k−1− 1g do the following. Firstly, denote p0 = 2k−1 +p and
write the pth and the p0th row in the form
up + sp;0 + sp;2 +   + sp;2k−2 = −sp;1 − sp;3 −    − sp;2k−1;
up0 + sp0 ;0 + sp0 ;2 +   + sp0 ;2k−2 = −sp0 ;1 − sp0 ;3 −    − sp0 ;2k−1:
Secondly, choose an element cp 2 n such that u0p = upcpup0 2 U and multiply the
rst relation by cp on the right. Thirdly, multiply this with the second relation and put
everything on the left side. Fourthly, use the denition of the element u0p and gather
the terms with the same power of b.
As a result of this process we obtain the following relations:
0 = u00 + s
0
0;0 +   + s00;2l +   + s00;2k−2;
...
0 = u0p + s
0
p;0 +   + s0p;2l +   + s0p;2k−2;
...
0 = u02k−1−1 + s
0
2k−1−1;0 +   + s02k−1−1;2l +   + s02k−1−1;2k−2;
where for every p 2 f0; 1; 2; : : : ; 2k−1 − 1g and every q 2 f0; 2; 4; : : : ; 2k − 2g we have
dened
s0p;q =
X
i+jq (mod 2k )
(−1)isp; icpsp0 ; j + upcpsp0 ; q + sp; qcpup0 :
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We claim that s0p;q 2 Tpq;q. Note that Ti; jTi0 ; j0 Ti+j; i0+j0 and Ti+2k−1 ; j −Ti; j for any
nonnegative integers i; j; i0; j0. Now, the claim follows from the inclusions
T2ip;2iT2jp0 ;2j T2ip+2jp0 ;2i+2j T2(i+j)p+2k ;2(i+j)T2(i+j)p;2(i+j);
T(2i+1)p;2i+1T(2j+1)p0 ;2j+1T2(i+j+1)p+2k j+2k−1 ;2(i+j+1)−T2(i+j+1)p;2(i+j+1):
We have reduced the number of relations by factor 2 and eliminated the powers of b
with the odd exponent. Repeating the same reduction process (k − 2)-times more we
obtain
0 = u(k−1)0 + s
(k−1)
0;0 + s
(k−1)
0;2k−1 ;
0 = u(k−1)1 + s
(k−1)
1;0 + s
(k−1)
1;2k−1 ;
where s(k−1)i; j 2 Tij; j :
Repeating the same reduction process once again we get
0 = u(k)0 + s
(k)
0;0 :
This contradicts the assumption −U \ T = ; since s(k)0;0 2 T0;0T by Claim 2.
3. Orderings
Let m be the set of all complex mth roots of unity. The main result of this section
is the following theorem.
Theorem 5. Let T be a preordering of strict 2-power exponent m = 2k : If T is a
prime ideal and there exists a cyclic element a with respect to T; then there exists a
semigroup homomorphism  : R ! m [ f0g such that T = −1(f0; 1g) and (a) =
e2i=m:
Proof. For every element x 2 T set (x) = 0. If x 62 T, then choose a number
s 2 f1; : : : ; mg such that m(T; xam−s)T and set (x) = e2is=m. The existence of s is
guaranteed by property (2) of a cyclic element. The uniqueness of s is a consequence
of Claim 1. Clearly, (a) = e2i=m.
Claim 1. For every element x 2 R n T and every nonnegative integer i; i0; j; j0 such
that (am)ix(ma)i
0 T and (am) jx(ma) j0 T we have that i+i0  j+j0 (modm):
We can assume that i+i0  j+j0. If the claim is false, then we can write j+j0−(i+
i0) = 2r(2g+1) with r  k−1. Write l = 2k−r−1 to get (j+ j0− i− i0)l = 2kg+2k−1.
We will show that the set
S := ((am)ix(ma)i
0
m)m−l((am) jx(ma) j
0
m)l
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is a subset of T. By the assumptions, we have that S (T m)m−l (T m)lT . By
the choice of l, we see that S m(T; xma(i+i0)(m−l)+(j+j0)l)m(T; a2k−1 ). Property
(1) of a cyclic element implies that S −T . Since the set T is a prime ideal and
S T, it follows by successive applications of Proposition 3 that either a 2 T or
x 2 T. This contradicts the choice of elements a and x and proves the claim.
Claim 2. The ideal T is completely prime.
Suppose on the contrary, that xy 2 T but x; y 62 T. By Proposition 3, there exists
s 2 m such that ysx 62 T. Then (ysx)2 2 T so, replacing x; y by ysx; ysx we
can suppose y = x. We can also suppose x 2 T . For there exists s 2 m such that
xsx 62 T and (xsx)2 2 T so, iterating this process k-times where 2k = m, we get an
element x0 2 T with x0 62 T and (x0)2 2 T . Replacing x by x0, we can suppose x 2 T .
Pick s 2 m so that xsx 62 T and consider sx − xs. If sx − xs 2 T , then −xsx =
(sx−xs)x−sx2 2 T so xsx 2 T \−T = T; a contradiction. So sx−xs 62 T . Let t 2 m
be such that y = (xsx)t(sx − xs) 62 T. Note that y  x(sx − xs)t(sx − xs)mod T.
Let j 2 f1; : : : ; m− 1g be such that m(T; (sx − xs)aj)T . Then m(T; yaj)T and
also m(T; ya2j)T . This implies that y(ma)j T and y(ma)2j T , contradicting
Claim 1.
Claim 3. If x; y 2 R; then (xy) = (x)(y):
If either x 2 T or y 2 T this follows from the fact that the set T is an ideal. If
x 62 T and y 62 T, then xy 62 T by Claim 2. If m(T; xaj)T and m(T; yaj0)T ,
then (am)jxT and y(ma) j0 T . Therefore, (am)jxy(ma) j0 T . If m(T; xyas)
T , then xy(ma)sT . Claim 1 implies that j + j0  s (modm). Hence, (xy) =
(x)(y).
A proper preordering T is an ordering if there exists a semigroup homomorphism
 :R! C such that T = −1(f0; 1g). Note that the support T \ −T = −1(f0g) is a
completely prime ideal and (R) = m [ f0g where m is the strict 2-power exponent
of T .
Corollary 6. Let n be a power of 2; U a n-system and T a preordering of exponent
n such that −U \ T = ;: Then, there exists an ordering P of exponent n containing
T such that −U \ P = ;:
Proof. Consider the family of all preorderings of exponent n that contain the set T and
avoid the set −U . Verify that the assumptions of Zorn's lemma are fullled. Let P be
a maximal element of this family. Note that P is a proper preordering. By Theorem 2,
the support P is a prime ideal. By Theorem 4, there exists an element a 2 RnP which
is cyclic with respect to P. By Theorem 5, there exists a semigroup homomorphism
 : S ! C such that P = −1(f0; 1g). Hence, P is an ordering of exponent n. By
construction, P has the properties T P and −U \ P = ;:
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We say that a prime ideal is real if it is equal to support of some proper preordering.
The next corollary states that every real prime ideal is completely prime.
Corollary 7. Let T be a proper preordering of exponent n = 2k such that its support
T is a prime ideal. Then there exists an ordering P such that T P and T = P:
In particular, the ideal T is completely prime.
Proof. Let n be an arbitrary 2-power exponent of T . By Proposition 3, the set U :=
n nT is a n-system. Clearly −U \T = ;. By Corollary 6, there exists an ordering
P of exponent n that contains the set T and avoids the set −U . Note that P \n =
T\n. To prove that P = T take any x 2 P. Then (xn)n−1xP\nT.
Applying successively Proposition 3, we see that x 2 T. The opposite inclusion is
clear. Hence T is a completely prime ideal.
In [12] Powers denes an order of exponent n as a preordering T of exponent n
such that T is a prime ideal and such that n(T; x2)T implies that x 2 T [ −T
for every element x 2 R. A preordering T is complete if T is a completely prime
ideal and for every element x 2 R such that x2 2 T we have that x 2 T [ −T . Every
ordering is a complete preordering and every complete preordering is an order in the
sense of [12]. Corollary 8 shows that in the case of 2-power exponent all three notions
coincide.
Corollary 8. Let T be a proper preordering of exponent n = 2k : The following are
equivalent:
(1) T is an ordering,
(2) T is a complete preordering,
(3) T is an order in the sense of [12].
Proof. If (1) is true, then there exists a semigroup homomorphism  :R! C such that
T = −1(f0; 1g). If x2T for some x 2 R, then (x2) = 1 or (x2) = 0 so (x) = 0
or 1, so x 2 T [ −T . Thus, T is a complete preordering. Since x2 2 n(T; x2), it
follows that every complete preordering is an order in the sense of [12].
Now suppose that (3) is true. By Corollary 7, there exists a preordering P of expo-
nent n such that T P and T = P. We claim that P = T . If there exists an element
x 2 P n T , then choose a minimal integer j such that n(T; x2j)T . Clearly, j>1.
Pick an element y 2 n(T; x2j−1 ) n T P. We have that m(T; y2)m(T; x2j)T .
Now (3) implies that y 2 (T [−T )nT = T−. This gives a contradiction y 2 P nT.
4. Positivstellensatz
The aim of this section is to prove weak Nullstellensatz, Positivstellensatz and Nicht-
negativstellensatz for orderings of 2-power exponent.
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Theorem 9 (Nullstellensatz). For every proper preordering T of exponent n = 2k and
every element x 2 R the following assertions are equivalent:
(1) There exists a positive integer s such that xns 2 −T:
(2) x 2 TP where the intersection runs over all orderings P such that TP:
(3) x 2 TP where the intersection runs over all orderings P of exponent n such
that T P:
Proof. If xns 2 −T for some positive integer s, then xns 2 P for every ordering P
such that TP. Since P is a completely prime ideal, it follows that x 2 P.
Hence (1) implies (2).
The assumption T P implies that TP. It follows that the intersection in (2)
runs over a larger set than that in (3). Therefore, (2) implies (3).
If (1) is false, then −U \ T = ;, where U = f1; xn; x2n; : : :g is a n-system. By
Corollary 6, there exists an ordering P containing T such that −U \P = ;. If follows
that xn 62 P so (3) is false.
Lemma 10. If P is an ordering of exponent n and x 62 P+; then (−P + n(P; x)) \
PP:
Proof. Let P = −1(f0; 1g) for some semigroup homomorphism  : R ! n [ f0g.
Take any element z 2 (−P + n(P; x)) \ P. Choose u 2 n(P; x) and p 2 P such that
z = −p + u. It follows that u = z + p 2 P \ n(P; x) so (u) 2 f0; 1g \ f0; (x)g.
Since x 62 P+, it follows that (x) 6= 1 so (u) = 0 which is equivalent to u 2 P.
Hence, z 2 P as desired.
Theorem 11 (Nichtnegativstellensatz). For every proper preordering T of exponent
n = 2k and every element x 2 R the following assertions are equivalent:
(1) There exists a nonnegative integer s such that xns 2 −T + n(T; x):
(2) x 2 TT  P P where the intersection runs over all orderings containing T:
Proof. Take an arbitrary element x 2 R.
If (2) is false, then there exists an ordering P such that T P and x 62 P. By Lemma
10, we have that (−T +n(T; x))\ T (−P+n(P; x))\ PP. Since xns 62 P for
every nonnegative integer s, it follows that (1) is false.
If (2) is true, then for every i 2 f0; : : : ; k − 1g write
Si := T − n(T; x2i) + n(T; x22i)− n(T; x32i) +    − n(T; x2k−2i):
By Lemma 1, each Si is a preordering of exponent n. We claim that for every i 2
f0; : : : ; k − 1g, there exists a nonnegative integer ri such that −xnri 2 Si.
If the claim is false, then −U \ Si = ;, for some i 2 f0; : : : ; k − 1g, where U =
f1; xn; x2n; : : :g is a n-system. By Corollary 6, there exists an ordering Q such that
SiQ and −U \ Q = ;. We have that x 2 Q by (2) and −x2i 2 SiQ. Since the
support Q is a completely prime ideal, it follows that x 2 Q, a contradiction.
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By the claim, there exist elements si; j 2 n(T; x j) and nonnegative integers r0; : : : ; rk−1
such that
−xnr0 = s0;0 − s0;1 + s0;2 −    − s0;2k−1−1 + s0;2k−1 −    − s0;2k−1;
−xnr1 = s1;0 − s1;2 + s1;4 −    − s1;2k−1−2 + s1;2k−1 −    − s1;2k−2;
...
−xnrk−2 = sk−2;0 − sk−2;2k−2 + sk−2;22k−2 − sk−2;32k−2 ;
−xnrk−1 = sk−1;0 − sk−1;2k−1 :
The last relation gives sk−1;2k−1 = xnrk−1 + sk−1;0: Multiply the terms of the remaining
expressions with either xnrk−1 + sk−1;0 or sk−1;2k−1 as shown below
−xnr0 (xnrk−1 + sk−1;0) = (s0;0 − s0;1 +    − s0;2k−1−1)(xnrk−1 + sk−1;0)
+(s0;2k−1 − s0;2k−1+1 +    − s0;2k−1)sk−1;2k−1 ;
−xnr1 (xnrk−1 + sk−1;0) = (s1;0 − s1;2 +    − s1;2k−1−2)(xnrk−1 + sk−1;0)
+(s1;2k−1 − s1;2k−1+2 +    − s1;2k−2)sk−1;2k−1 ;
...
−xnrk−2 (xnrk−1 + sk−1;0) = (sk−2;0 − sk−2;2k−2 )(xnrk−1 + sk−1;0)
+(sk−2;22k−2 − sk−2;32k−2 )sk−1;2k−1 :
For every i = 0; 1; : : : ; k − 2 and every j = 1; : : : ; 2k−1 − 1 write
s0i;0 = x
nri sk−1;0 + si;0(xnrk−1 + sk−1;0) + si;2k−1sk−1;2k−1 2 n(T )T;
s0i;j = si;j(x
nrk−1 + sk−1;0) + si;2k−1+jsk−1;2k−1 2 n(T; xj)
to get the relations
−xn(r0+rk−1) = s00;0 − s00;1 + s00;2 −    − s00;2k−1−1;
−xn(r1+rk−1) = s01;0 − s01;2 + s01;4 −    − s01;2k−1−2;
...
−xn(rk−2+rk−1) = s0k−2;0 − s0k−2;2k−2 :
We have the same situation as before with k replaced by k − 1, so we can proceed
inductively. On the (k − 1)st step we have −xnr = s(k−1)0;0 − s(k−1)0;1 ; where r is a
nonnegative integer, s(k−1)0;0 2 n(T )T and s(k−1)0;1 2 n(T; x). Therefore, xnr =
−s(k−1)0;0 + s(k−1)0;1 2 −T + n(T; x).
Theorem 12 (Positivstellensatz). Let T be a proper preordering of exponent n = 2k :
For any element x 2 R we have that 1 2 −T + n(T; x) if and only if x 2
T
T  P P
+;
where the intersection runs over all orderings containing T:
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Proof. If 1 2 −T+n(T; x), then 1 2 (−P+n(P; x))\P for any ordering P containing
T . Since 1 62 P, it follows by Lemma 10, that x 2 P+. Therefore, x 2 TT  P P+.
Now, take any x 2 TT  P P+. Dene the preorderings Si as in the proof of Nicht-
negativstellensatz. If Si is a proper preordering for some i, then SiQ for some or-
dering Q. Therefore, −x2i Q, contradicting x 2 Q+.
Therefore, Si is not a proper preordering, so that −1 2 Si for every i 2 f0; : : : ; k−1g.
Now we proceed as in the proof of the Nichtnegativstellensatz. Since in this case
r0 =    = rk−1 = 0 we obtain in the nal step the relation −1 = s(k−1)0;0 − s(k−1)0;1 ;
therefore 1 = −s(k−1)0;0 + s(k−1)0;1 2 −T + n(T; x).
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